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CHILD TRAFFICKING SURVIVOR TO LIFE & BUSINESS TURNAROUND SPECIALIST
I've been burnt-out, burned-down, and
fucking fried... but I learned to rise, again and
again. I started hustling in 1992 when
entrepreneurship sunk its teeth into my soul.
In 1998, I experienced the power of online
business, the tech blew my mind.Over the last
23 years, I have worked with everyone from
Combat Veterans, Families, and Trafficking
Survivors to Celebrities and C-Suite
Entrepreneurs. I thrive at the intersection of
relationships and business.
The mother of five humans (four still at
home), a traveler, a free-spirit with a fierce
rebellious streak, and a survivor of just about
everything. I light fires to feel joy because I've
lived through the fire.

HIGHLIGHTS
20+ Years Of Transforming Leadership
Made First $1 Online in 1998
Mother of Five
Program Development & ImplementationFinancial, interpersonal, time
management, and operations programs
Author - Everything I Know I Learned
From My Pimp, Articles published in seven
languages, three published curriculums
Training - Thousands of healthcare
professionals, first responders, students,
and communities
Guest Lecturer - Yale University,
University of Oregon, Concordia
University, University of Texas, and many
more
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We have found Jes’s perspective to be invaluable. She
has helped our team process and refine difficult
concepts that were eventually developed into our
programs." - Stephanie Goins, PhD
“Jes is extraordinary in every sense of the word." - John
Nahme, CEO
"She is animated, creative, authentic, and fabulous!” S. Stopper

"I am certain that I have NEVER
met two people as honest as Jes
and Reid... Jes just has a way
with words. With every story, I
found myself listening so
intently." - Keisha Tower

“The standing ovation that you received after
concluding your presentation said it all: You were
great!” - C. Pruitt, Rotary Club
“Your presentation was well organized, articulate, and
interesting which enabled students to remain focused
upon the message at hand. The content of your
presentation offered practical and general information
for students to draw upon for a lifetime.” ~ Tom
Favreau, Director, Substance Abuse Prevention
Program, University of Oregon

"Thanks again for rocking the
interview and providing massive
value throughout the podcast."
- Sean Osborn
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TALKS & TOPICS
TRAFFICKED TO THE BOARDROOM

Entrepreneurship is about solving problems but the quality of your lifestyle is
determined by the depth of the questions you ask. We go deep into the transformation
of ones self and business.

AUTOMATED LEADERSHIP
Systems are not sexy but they should be. Automated Leadership allows you to achieve
your ideal lifestyle without the stress of micromanagement, failed deadlines, and team
confusion. Wouldn't you like to be able to fire that one person who is killing the moral,
and have them thank you?

TOTAL TRANSFORMATION

Radical self-awareness and self-healing techniques that transform pain into the
golden stories. It's not through our successes that we deeply connect, it's the pain and
failure that gives others permission to trust our branding.

CONNECT
SasyJes@gmail.com - (512) 332-9103
http://www.burntconsulting.com
@SasyJes - @BurntConsulting
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